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Despite persistent pressure from state censors and other tools of political control, investigative
journalism has flourished in China over the last decade. This volume offers a comprehensive,
first-hand look at investigative journalism in China, including insider accounts from reporters
behind some of China's top stories in recent years. While many outsiders hold on to the
stereotype of Chinese journalists as docile, subservient Party hacks, a number of brave
Chinese reporters have exposed corruption and official misconduct with striking ingenuity and
often at considerable personal sacrifice. Subjects have included officials pilfering state funds,
directors of public charities pocketing private donations, businesses fleecing unsuspecting
consumers - even the misdeeds of journalists themselves. These case studies address critical
issues of commercialization of the media, the development of ethical journalism practices, the
rising specter of "news blackmail," negotiating China's mystifying bureaucracy, the dangers of
libel suits, and how political pressures impact different stories. During fellowships at the
Journalism & Media Studies Centre of the University of Hong Kong, these narratives and other
background materials were fact-checked and edited by JMSC staff to address critical issues
related to the media transitions currently under way in the PRC. This engaging narrative gives
readers a vivid sense of how journalism is practiced in China. --David Bandurski is a scholar at
the University of Hong Kong's China Media Project, a research and fellowship initiative of the
Journalism & Media Studies Centre. Martin Hala has taught journalism at the Universities in
Prague and Bratislava. Inclusive Technology Enhanced Learning draws together a remarkable breadth of research
findings from across the field, providing useful data on the power of technology to solve
cognitive, physical, emotional or geographic challenges in education. A far-ranging
assessment, this book combines research, policy, and practical evidence to show what digital
technologies work best for which learners and why. Inclusive Technology Enhanced Learning
takes a number of unique perspectives, looking at uses of digital technologies through a
detailed learning framework; considering different groups of users and how they can be
individually supported through digital technologies; and exploring how those who support
different categories of learners can apply technologies to their specific support needs. This
powerful meta-analysis of research on technology enhanced learning will be invaluable reading
for anyone concerned with the impacts of digital technologies on learning across subject areas,
age ranges, and levels of ability.
This book offers clinical oncologists an introduction to some selected topics of tumor biology
where important progress has been made during the last decade. The concept is rather unique
because it combines advances in clinical pathology, genetics, molecular oncology and
immunology.The first two chapters deal with the genetic and molecular basis of malignant
transformation on cellular level: DNA damage, mutations and repair mechanisms, oncogenes
and tumor suppressor genes. The growth of a tumor cell population depends not only on cell
division, but also on deregulation of apoptosis (chapter 3). Most clinical tumors are
charcterised by heterogeneity caused by different degrees of differentiation in different cell
clones as illustrated for soft tissue tumors in chapter 4. The following chapters explain the
multistep process of local tumor progression in gastro-intestinal cancers and malignant
melanoma. Cellular and molucular aspects of metastases are dealt with in chapter 7. But host
cells react to tumor cells and specific T-cell defined antigens offer a perspective for cancer
vaccine development as reviewed in the last chatper.The book is timely because new
diagnostic and therapeutic applications based on molecular oncology will reach the clinic at
ever increasing pace.
Ultimate guides for starting and conducting a successful business in the country. Detailed info
on investment, exim business opportunities, foreign economic assistance projects, government
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Kissing Architecture explores the mutual attraction between architecture and other forms of
contemporary art. In this fresh, insightful, and beautifully illustrated book, renowned
architectural critic and scholar Sylvia Lavin develops the concept of "kissing" to describe the
growing intimacy between architecture and new types of art--particularly multimedia
installations that take place in and on the surfaces of buildings--and to capture the sensual
charge that is being designed and built into architectural surfaces and interior spaces today.
Initiating readers into the guilty pleasures of architecture that abandons the narrow focus on
function, Lavin looks at recent work by Pipilotti Rist, Doug Aitken, the firm Diller Scofidio +
Renfro, and others who choose instead to embrace the viewer in powerful affects and visual
and sensory atmospheres. Kissing Architecture is the first book in a cutting-edge new series of
short, focused arguments written by leading critics, historians, theorists, and practitioners from
the world of urban development and contemporary architecture and design. These books are
intended to spark vigorous debate. They stake out the positions that will help shape the
architecture and urbanism of tomorrow. Addressing one of the most spectacular and significant
developments in the current cultural scene, Kissing Architecture is an entertainingly irreverent
and disarmingly incisive book that offers an entirely new way of seeing--and
experiencing--architecture in the age after representation.

CCH's annual Hong Kong Master Tax Guide is well-known as the preeminent
handbook in the field, with detailed guidance and in-depth analysis of Hong Kong tax
law. The 2012/13 Hong Kong Master Tax Guide not only explains all recent tax
changes and their implications, but also continues its hallmark analysis of the
underlying tax law, from basic legislation to court cases and the latest Departmental
Interpretation and Practice Notes. This 2012/13 Hong Kong Master Tax Guide
highlights legislative changes since the last edition, budgetary amendments, new and
revised Departmental Interpretation and Practice Notes, tax-related Board of Review
and court cases. Expert review by the professionals at Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
clarifies the practical implications of all recent changes in the light of the underlying law.
For more than twenty years the Hong Kong Master Tax Guide has served the
information and guidance needs of everyone doing business in Hong Kong. It has
proven itself over the years to be of inestimable value to practitioners, other tax
professionals and students. The 2012/13 Hong Kong Master Tax Guide is published by
CCH, the world's leading publisher of guides to tax regimes including the US, UK,
China, Canada, Australia, Singapore, Macao and Malaysia.
Explores the Web programming language, explaining how to add JavaScript to existing
HTML Web pages and offers brief syntax drills, annotated examples of code, coding
exercises, and end-of-module review tests.
Your quick-reference, on-board guide to the symbology and shorthand notations used
on nautical charts Nautical charts contain an incredible amount of information for those
who know how to decipher them. But without a key to the symbology, a chart can be
bewildering. Nigel Calder, one of today's most respected boating authors, helps you
make sense complex system of signs, symbols, and graphic elements with this
compact, waterproof, and nearly indestructible guide.
Use these handy, repositionable adhesive measuring strips to perfectly align machinequilting designs, hand quilting or embroidery stitches, beadwork, papercrafting
elements, stencils, faux painting patterns, and more. Removable adhesive is safe to
use on fabric. Peel-off 1 x 12 paper rulers are marked in 1/4 increments to make
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"This book critically examines the synergy of technology use and conventional wisdom
in retailing and explores contemporary changes determining higher customer
value,"--Provided by publisher.
Horizons in NeuropsychopharmacologyElsevier
More than one million Americans suffer from Hemochromatosis, and most have to suffer
through misdiagnoses and multiple doctor visits before finding the right treatment. If left
untreated, Hemochromatosis can lead to heart attack, diabetes, cirrhosis, or cancer. Written by
top medical researchers and experts, this comprehensive and reliable guide dispels the myths,
explains the basic science behind the disease, and provides clues for diagnosis. It also
includes inspiring case studies, treatment options, common questions, advocacy resources,
and more. The number-one bestselling and most comprehensive guide, now updated with the
latest scientific research The popular first edition has net sales of more than 11,000 copies;
second edition is updated with the latest research More than one million Americans suffer from
classic Hemochromatosis The CDC estimates people with Hemochromatosis are
misdiagnosed 67% of the time and see an average of three doctors before a successful
diagnosis
Inelastic Analysis of Solids and Structures presents in a unified manner the physical and
theoretical background of inelastic material models and computational methods, and illustrates
the behavior of the models in typical engineering conditions. The book describes experimental
observations and principles of mechanics, and efficient computational algorithms for stress
calculations as typically performed in finite element analysis. The theoretical background is
given to an extent necessary to describe the commonly employed material models in metal
isotropic and orthotropic plasticity, thermoplasticity and viscoplasticity, and the plasticity of
geological materials. The computational algorithms are developed in a unified manner with
some detailed derivations of the algorithmic relations. Many solved examples are presented,
which are designed to give insight into the material behavior in various engineering conditions,
and to demonstrate the application of the computational algorithms.
Currently, individuals interested in seeking an in-depth discussion of transplantation
immunology must seek individual articles published in several journals, or extrapolate
information from various non-transplant immunology textbooks. The purpose of this text is to
provide the reader with a single source of information for the basic science of immunobiology
of organ transplantation. It is unique that it focuses on immunobiology from the basic research
side, with an emphasis on the cellular and molecular levels. The readers will be physicians,
scientists, and graduate students interested and engaged in the study of immunology as it
relates to allo- and xenotransplantation. This book is designed to be the reference standard for
the immunobiology of transplantation.
Welcome to 1M 2003, the eighth in a series of the premier international technical conference in
this field. As IT management has become mission critical to the economies of the developed
world, our technical program has grown in relevance, strength and quality. Over the next few
years, leading IT organizations will gradually move from identifying infrastructure problems to
providing business services via automated, intelligent management systems. To be successful,
these future management systems must provide global scalability, for instance, to support Grid
computing and large numbers of pervasive devices. In Grid environments, organizations can
pool desktops and servers, dynamically creating a virtual environment with huge processing
power, and new management challenges. As the number, type, and criticality of devices
connected to the Internet grows, new innovative solutions are required to address this
unprecedented scale and management complexity. The growing penetration of technologies,
such as WLANs, introduces new management challenges, particularly for performance and
security. Management systems must also support the management of business processes and
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their supporting technology infrastructure as integrated entities. They will need to significantly
reduce the amount of adventitious, bootless data thrown at consoles, delivering instead a
cogent view of the system state, while leaving the handling of lower level events to selfmanaged, multifarious systems and devices. There is a new emphasis on "autonomic"
computing, building systems that can perform routine tasks without administrator intervention
and take prescient actions to rapidly recover from potential software or hardware failures.
(Book). Packed with music, charts and photos, this easy-to-use guidebook provides lessons for
playing electric and acoustic guitar by some of the guitar world's top teachers pros like Arlen
Roth, Rick Gartner, Happy Traum, and Dan Crary. Topics range from the basics to "getting
serious," and include: reading music, fretboard positioning, chords, strumming, bass runs,
flatpicker's rhythm licks, fingerpicking, playing the blues, barre chords and their variations,
techniques for practicing based on listening, and more. The companion CD contains 12
lessons in the book, from stringing and tuning the guitar to playing the blues scale in all
positions and keys.
Horizons in Neuropsychopharmacology
cs.nurse.res_theory
The ‘IB Music Revision Guide’ includes analyses of all the prescribed works of the
International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme music course through 2016. It also includes a
comprehensive overview of all the musical styles and cultures that are examined during the
course, practice questions and answers that allow students to check their knowledge, as well
as a glossary to help ensure key terms are understood. There are also revision tips and advice
on exam technique that will help students prepare for the IB listening exam with confidence.
Suitable for Standard and Higher Level.
Wedding flowers are a huge part of the bridal dream, and a firm grasp of floral fundamentals is
essential to planning an unforgettable big day. With more than 400 full-color photographs,
Knack Wedding Flowers provides unparalleled inspiration and authoritative information for
brides and wedding planners. Among the many details covered: what’s on a floral shopping
list, the smarts of in-season flowers, matching flowers to formality and location, and where to
go to get flowers and/or guidance and arrangements. Guidance provided for do-it-yourself
brides, too!

ADHD is the most commonly diagnosed childhood behavioral disorder. Moreover, many
students receiving special education assistance are reported to have ADHD. Children
with ADHD may experience significant school adjustment difficulties and achievement
problems. Problem behaviors associated with attention deficits and hyperactivity often
have a negative impact on the classroom, and, therefore, may compromise the learning
environment for many, if not all, students. There is a critical need for school
professionals to identify, assess, and treat students with ADHD. Identifying, Assessing,
and Treating ADHD at School brings science to practice, providing school professionals
invaluable information to meet the needs of children with ADHD. This volume, designed
as a practical, easy-to-use reference for school psychologists and other mental health
and educational professionals: Explains why school psychologists and their colleagues
need to be prepared and able to identify and serve students with ADHD. Identifies the
prevalence, influences, and associated conditions. Provides a review of screening,
referral, and diagnostic assessment processes. Offers guidance on conducting
psychoeducational assessments. Reviews evidence-based treatments. Offers practical
guidance on setting up programs that address individual and classroom issues. School
psychologists and other education and mental health professionals will find Identifying,
Assessing, and Treating ADHD at School an exceptional resource in working to
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enhance the mental health and academic development of students.
This volume provides a timely and useful introduction to the theory and practical
application of image analysis in histology. This powerful research technique can be
used to detect not only stored products in a cell (immunocytochemistry) but the
synthetic machinery and the genes that control it (in situ hybridisation), as well as the
specific binding sites that act as receptors for a molecule following its release (in vitro
autoradiography). The book provides a good introduction for beginners before looking
in greater detail at more advanced material in selected areas. The volume highlights the
importance of technique in gathering quantitative information. The book is divided into
four sections: introductory material, image acquisition, image processing, and
applications. The applications areas include quantitative immunochemistry,
quantification of nerves and neurotransmitters and automated grain counting in in situ
hybridisation histochemistry.
Development, deployment, and evaluation of interactive technologies for individuals
with autism have been rapidly increasing over the last decade. There is great promise
for the use of these types of technologies to enrich interventions, facilitate
communication, and support data collection. Emerging technologies in this area also
have the potential to enhance assessment and diagnosis of individuals with autism, to
understand the nature of autism, and to help researchers conduct basic and applied
research. This book provides an in-depth review of the historical and state-of-the-art
use of technology by and for individuals with autism. The intention is to give readers a
comprehensive background in order to understand what has been done and what
promises and challenges lie ahead. By providing a classification scheme and general
review, this book can also help technology designers and researchers better
understand what technologies have been successful, what problems remain open, and
where innovations can further address challenges and opportunities for individuals with
autism and the variety of stakeholders connected to them.
For more than a decade, Americanists have been concerned with the problem of
ideology, and have undertaken a broad reassessment of American literature and
culture. This volume brings together some of the best work in this area.
Thesis (M.A.) from the year 2006 in the subject Computer Science - Miscellaneous,
grade: 1,1, University of Heidelberg (Seminar für Computerlinguistik; Institut für
allgemeine und angewandte Sprachwissenschaft), 64 entries in the bibliography,
language: English, abstract: In these days our daily life is more and more affected by
computers, chips, electronic equipment, et cetera. Owing to this increase of technology,
even in common everyday objects, like for example a fridge, it is necessary to find a
simple and intuitive way to interact with complex technology. Natural language dialog
systems could be the solution, or at least a part of it, how humans and machines could
communicate or interact with each other. With the help of dialog systems people could
access information and technical functionality of computers in a natural way using
linguistic in- and output. One of the main tasks of such dialog systems is to provide fast
and appropriate answers to user’s questions or requests. The challenge, therein, is
how do we find these answers out of the flood of information.
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